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Torres back on song for Hodgson 
Liverpool 2 Torres 11, 44 Chelsea 0 Referee:HWebb. Attendance: 44,238 Rome 
was not built in a day and, by the same token, it might take more than 90 minutes 
to persuade Fernando Torres that Liverpool are re-emerging as a serious force, 
but a vastly improved performance by both yesterday brought a feel-good factor 
back to Anfield and brought another twist in this intriguing Barclays Premier 
League campaign.  
At times in the opening months of this season Torres has looked like a player 
wishing he could be anywhere other than Anfield, his bond to the club weakened 
by shattered dreams, broken promises and the growing feeling that his career was 
going nowhere fast. The idea of moving to Chelsea certainly crossed his mind in 
the summer, but rather than join the Premier League champions, he was only 
interested yesterday in beating them.  
As the whistle was blown at half-time, never mind at full-time, it felt as if a dark 
cloud had finally been lifted from Anfield. Liverpool were 2-0 up, thanks to two 
goals from Torres, one taken well and one taken wonderfully, and, for the first 
time in a Premier League match under Roy Hodgson's management, their players 
headed for the dressing room not only with a half-time lead but feeling buoyant.  
There is a strong temptation to attribute the change of mood to the change of 
ownership, with the reviled Tom Hicks and George Gillett Jr forced to make way 
for the more sympathetic figure of John W. Henry, but, while the new owner has 
brought quiet assurance in place of bombast and deceit, the focus should be all 
about what happened on the pitch. It was a game in which Chelsea, beaten only 
twice in the Premier League since February, were comprehensively outfought by a 
Liverpool team in which Lucas Leiva, energetic and dynamic, rivalled Torres as the 
outstanding performer. So ponderous, so timid and yet so neurotic in their early 
outings under Hodgson, Liverpool finally resembled the team that fought for the 
Premier League title two seasons ago, playing to their strengths: resolute in 
defence, energetic in midfield, inspired by Torres in attack.  
The match was won and lost in a first half in which both teams were 
unrecognisable from their recent selves. Liverpool's tigerish trio in midfield- Lucas, 
Steven Gerrard, Raul Meireles - pressed at every opportunity, setting a tempo 
that knocked Chelsea out of their stride. With Michael Essien and Frank Lampard 
still absent and Didier Drogba only deemed fit enough to be a half-time 
substitute, after coming down with a fever overnight, this was a Chelsea side that 
lacked presence beyond the back five. Chelsea played well enough in the second 
half to feel that they should have scored at least once - and would have done had 
Pepe Reina not made excellent saves to deny Yuri Zhirkov and Florent Malouda in 
the space of five minutes as Liverpool briefly retreated - but the damage had been 
done before the interval. Even in the first half, Chelsea seemed to shade 
possession, but they could not begin to match the spark and enthusiasm with 
which Liverpool, Lucas in particular, snapped into tackles. The Brazilian, having 
displaced the sluggish Christian Poulsen, was outstanding. It was that type of 
game, the type when the industry of Dirk Kuyt is also fundamental to Liverpool's 
performance, but the opening goal came from a moment of poise from the 
Holland forward. Receiving a pass from Martin Skrtel near the halfway line, Kuyt 
floated a pass over the head of the back-pedalling John Terry, leaving Torres to 
bear down on Petr Cech and to finish with the confidence that has been so lacking 
in recent months. Chelsea briefly threatened through Salomon Kalou, with a tame 
header from Malouda's cross, but otherwise it was all Liverpool. Whether it is a 
case of Hodgson's players adapting to his methods or one of him adapting his 
methods to suit the players, this was a performance unrecognisable from that 
which Henry witnessed in the Merseyside derby defeat by Everton three weeks 
earlier as Martin Kelly, deputising manfully at right back, and Meireles gave them 
the upper hand against Chelsea's strong left-side combination of Ashley Cole and 
Malouda. In the final minute of the first half Meireles hustled Cole out of 
possession and slipped the ball to Torres on the left-hand side. It was a similar 
position to that from which Torres scored against Chelsea on his Anfield debut in 
2007, beating Tal Ben-Haim on the outside, but this time, running at a diagonal, 
he waited for Branislav Ivanovic to commit himself before curling a lazy right-foot 
shot into the far corner of Cech's goal, a finish reminiscent of Kenny Dalglish in his 
prime. The second half, inevitably, was a different affair. Drogba came on and, 
after being given an unceremonious welcome by Kelly, the forward roused 
himself for a brief Chelsea onslaught. In the space of five minutes, Ramires went 
close with a header and Reina made smart stops to deny Zhirkov and then 
Malouda, the latter an excellent reaction save after Drogba's cross.  
Reina required a slice of luck with four minutes remaining when Nicolas Anelka's 
shot went under him and bounced up on to the crossbar, but this encounter was 
summed up by the sight of Jamie Carragher at full stretch to beat Drogba to the 
ball in the ensuing scramble. When it came down to it, Liverpool appeared to 
have the greater will. Carlo Ancelotti, the Chelsea manager, seemed unperturbed, 
encouraged by the way his team had performed in the second half, but Hodgson, 
justifiably, was by far the happier manager.  
Having talked unconvincingly last month of famous victories that were in fact 
forgettable and creditable performances that were anything but, he could afford 
to raise a smile. When someone asked him of his ups and downs over the 
previous three months, he asked: "What ups are you talking about?" As it 
happens, Liverpool are up to ninth place and only two points off fifth. And with 
Torres back on song, Anfield suddenly looks a happier place.  

 

 
Chelsea must worry their age is finally showing 
A chilling darkness was to be expected on this wintry evening but Chelsea had 
other causes to shiver. This after all was exactly the sort of occasion to give the 
Premier League leaders a true insight into their condition.  
The outcome will be of particular encouragement to their closest pursuers, 
Manchester United, who are two points adrift, because it seemed to show that 
the losers may lack energy.  
There is a cadre of veterans in Carlo Ancelotti's team and while their wisdom 
looked a great asset when Spartak Moscow were beaten 4-1 at Stamford Bridge in 
the Champions League on Wednesday, they had not saved anything like enough 
vigour to withstand Liverpool. Fernando Torres, scorer of the goals, gave a 
magnificent display and his clincher was superb.  
So far as schedules are concerned it is worth noting that the victors had a day's 
less rest after their European League win over Napoli. It might be sensible for the 
Chelsea owner, Roman Abramovich, to treat this fixture as a window through 
which he could take a very clear view of the task to come.  
There will be a need for rebuilding and although the vast means he employed 
after completing his takeover are not expected to made available again the cost 
could still be rather high.  
Stirring as the teenager Josh McEachran is, there is no sight of a whole gang of 
fearless young men bursting through to seize their destiny. As it was, Ancelotti did 
not turn to youth when making his substitutions until the last of them, the 21-
year-old Daniel Sturridge. A second loss in the League does not doom their bid to 
retain the title but it was a reminder that the scope for developing the side is 
restricted at present.  
Although the addition of Torres would have been a spectacular opening to such a 
project for Chelsea, his employers hung on to him and that will be critical to the 
club's hopes. Liverpool looked tireless but when they eventually did retreat it was 
done to some extent on the grounds that Torres's goals had already been scored 
by the interval.  
This outing marked a resurgence for the Spaniard. He had not struck twice for his 
club in any match since April. Torres had already been crucial to Liverpool in other 
respects during this campaign, but it was clear he was still a little short of peak 
form.  
That may have reflected the aftermath of injury that had hampered him at the 
World Cup, even if a winners' medal must have been therapeutic. Chelsea should 
feel that they encouraged him further.  
It was hard for them to cause any concern to Liverpool since Didier Drogba 
remained on the bench until the second half after suffering with a fever during 
the night. Even so, Chelsea's means should continue to be too great for that to be 
seen as a cause for despair and Nicolas Anelka could hardly be dismissed as a 
makeshift replacement. The Stamford Bridge side have suffered at this ground 
before but their anonymity in the opening 45 minutes came as a shock. Although 
the energy levels rose thereafter, it felt as if there was a mental fatigue.  
Torres would have had any opponent making a mental note to check his pension 
plan but Chelsea were jaded for too long and a revival went unrewarded, with 
Drogba's effort breaking off Jose Reina and on to the bar.  
It is only proper, all the same, to see the vigour of a confident Liverpool as the key 
factor. Their striker was uncontainable. Torres's return to health and multiple 
goal-scoring ways is a key factor contributing to the team's overall ability. That 
was certainly expressed in the confidence of a side clinching their fourth victory in 
a row.  
Roy Hodgson's formation was bold by modern standards, with Torres 
accompanied by another outright forward in Dirk Kuyt. And indeed it was the 
Dutchman who released Torres to burst through from the right in the 11th minute 
and dink his finish beyond Reina.  
The surprise in the remainder of the first half lay in the passivity of the visitors. 
Liverpool's glowing self-belief illuminated their second goal in the 44th minute. 
After Ashley Cole had lost his balance Raul Meireles found Torres and the striker 
beat Branislav Ivanovic before curving a beautiful shot across Petr Cech.  
Chelsea, with Drogba introduced, were much improved but Liverpool had readied 
themselves to guard the lead, even if that had to entail an outstanding parry by 
Reina in the 66th minute from Florent Malouda after a cross from the substitute. 
There might even have been a third for Liverpool but Cech pulled off a save from 
Kuyt.  
Hodgson remained phlegmatic when Liverpool looked incapable of winning a 
game and, conversely, will hardly suppose the club has now been transformed but 
the atmosphere in which he now works will be stimulating.  
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Joy for Roy as Torres turns it on 
Liverpool 2 Chelsea 0  
Next: Wigan v LIVERPOOL, CHELSEA v Fulham (both Wednesday)  
WHAT a remarkable transformation. In Fernando Torres, in Liverpool, even in Roy 
Hodgson. It was only 21 days earlier, after all, that Hodgson watched his side 
stutter to an utterly demoralising defeat at Everton. He sat in the press 
conference that followed, the manager of a Liverpool team seemingly drowning in 
the bottom three of the Barclays Premier League, and tried to defend a display so 
abject that a watching John W Henry must have wondered exactly what [pounds 
sterling]300million had just bought New England Sports Ventures. Yesterday at 
Anfield, Henry and his colleagues must have been feeling rather more pleased 
with their purchase. They do have some players capable of matching their 
considerable ambition. Not least in the form of a striker who, only a week ago, 
looked like a poor imitation of one of the world's finest. From Bolton to here, the 
change in Torres was extraordinary. At the Reebok he was wretched. At Anfield 
he was awesome, scoring two quite brilliant goals to condemn Chelsea to only 
their second League defeat of the season and propel Liverpool to ninth in the 
table. In the execution of both his firsthalf strikes there were flashes of the player 
we have grown to admire; the same player who followed a brilliant first season at 
Liverpool with the winning goal in the final of Euro 2008; who was then voted 
among the top three footballers on the planet. If there remain concerns about his 
pace, and whether those knee and groin problems have robbed him of the ability 
to accelerate in the same fashion, he has certainly rediscovered much that is good 
about his game. The predatory instincts were back yesterday, as was the 
intelligent movement and the touch of a genius. It was best demonstrated in the 
first goal, even if the finish for the second was more spectacular.  
For Hodgson, it was obviously a relief to mark Henry's first League game at Anfield 
with such a memorable victory. 'Until this, my most enjoyable day at the club was 
when I arrived in the summer,' he said as he celebrated his first ever win against 
Chelsea. 'And it's been downhill ever since.' The difference in his team was 
obvious. Confidence. The confidence that was missing for the first two-and-a-half 
months of the season but began to return with that defeat of Blackburn and now 
appears to be back in abundance. Four straight wins is some run for a team who 
were on thier knees at Goodison and you sense they can now build on this, 
despite the fact that a shortage of top-level players will undermine their chances 
of seriously challenging for honours. Even Henry must realise that. Even Henry, 
with his limited knowledge of his new sport, must have recognised that yesterday 
they beat a Chelsea team weakened significantly by the absence of key 
individuals. Didier Drogba's entrance was delayed until half-time - Carlo Ancelotti 
said he was suffering with a fever on the eve of the match - but it was in midfield 
that the game was lost. With no Michael Essien or Frank Lampard, Chelsea lacked 
their usual strength and power, and Liverpool benefited enormously as a result. 
Lucas, too often a lightweight at this level, actually looked quite dominant at 
times. There were a number of good Liverpool performances. While Dirk Kuyt was 
outstanding for a player just back from injury, Raul Meireles had one of his best 
games for the club, as did young Martin Kelly as emergency cover for Glen 
Johnson at full back. It was Kuyt, though, who provided the ball for that opening 
goal from Torres in the 11th minute with a delightful diagonal ball that the 
Spaniard anticipated brilliantly.  
First came the touch to bring it under control, then the combination of speed and 
strength to escape the clutches of John Terry and finally the finish, lifted over the 
advancing Petr Cech. Chelsea finished the game having enjoyed 60 per cent 
possession, mainly because Liverpool struggled to retain the ball after the break. 
But they offered little in response and paid for a lack of urgency and finesse with 
the goal Torres then produced just before the interval. What started with Ashley 
Cole losing the ball to Meireles continued when the Portuguese midfielder 
delivered an excellent pass into the path of Torres, who took two or three strides 
before unleashing a curling right-footed shot that squeezed through blue shirts 
and between a flat-footed Cech and his left-hand post.  
It was the Spanish World Cup winner's 44th goal in 47 League appearances at 
Anfield, further proof that Henry must do all he can to keep him at the club.  
With the arrival of Drogba came an improvement in Chelsea's football, and with it 
the need for some fine defending, not least from Pepe Reina, who excelled in 
denying Florent Malouda from close range in the 66th minute. In fairness to 
Liverpool , Cech had to produce a similar save to stop Kuyt from increasing 
Liverpool's advantage eight minutes after that. But when Nicolas Anelka then saw 
a shot bounce off Reina and strike the underside of the crossbar, only the rapid 
reactions of Jamie Carragher prevented Drogba from reducing the deficit.  
Understandably, Hodgson was as delighted as Ancelotti was disappointed to see 
his side's lead at the top of the Premier League cut to two points.  
Hodgson has been under enormous pressure since Henry and his business 
partners bought this football club and even on Friday, when the American held 
court with a selection of reporters in London, he could not give the former 
Fulham manager many guarantees. This, and indeed the three straight wins that 
came before it, will have bought Hodgson some time, and a quick glance down 
the fixture list would suggest they can climb higher still over the next fortnight. 
After trips to Wigan and Stoke they will host West Ham. 

'I'll enjoy ninth for a little while,' said Hodgson with a smile. It's not the kind of 
statement a Liverpool manager would usually make, but it's a measure of just 
how desperate a situation Liverpool were in as recently as three weeks ago.  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): Reina 8; Kelly 7, Carragher 8, Skrtel 7, Konchesky 6; Meireles 7 
(Spearing 90min), Gerrard 7, Lucas 7, Rodriguez 6; Kuyt 8 (Shelvey 84), Torres 9 
(Ngog 87). Subs not used: Hansen, Wilson, Poulsen, Jovanovic. Scorer: Torres: 11, 
44.  
CHELSEA (4-3-2-1): Cech 7; Ivanovic 6 (Bosingwa 70, 6), Alex 6, Terry 6, Cole 6; 
Ramires 5, Mikel 6, Zhirkov 5 (Sturridge 76); Kalou 6 (Drogba 46, 6), Malouda 6; 
Anelka 6. Subs not used: Turnbull, Ferreira, McEachran, Kakuta. Booked: Zhirkov, 
Alex.  
Man of the match: Fernando Torres. Referee: Howard Webb 8. Attendance: 
44,238 

 
Rejuvenated Torres guides Liverpool out of dire straits 
Liverpool 2 Torres 11, 44  
Chelsea 0 Att: 44,238  
Somebody in the Liverpool dressing room either has a mischievous sense of 
humour or a surprising weakness for late Seventies soft rock. Fernando Torres, 
Steven Gerrard, Lucas and company celebrated this victory with repeated playings 
of Sultans of Swing. Dire Straits at Anfield? Only on the dressing-room iPod.  
This great old stadium was certainly rocking yesterday, revelling in the sight of 
Torres back in goalscoring business, taking his league tally to 60 in 90 
appearances, a ratio that speaks eloquently of the Spaniard's heavyweight quality. 
Torres's brace also provides a timely reminder of the sporting adage that form is 
temporary, class permanent, and he is a class act.  
Nobody here will get carried away by three league wins on the spin but a new 
mood of cautious optimism does permeate Anfield. There is new ownership and a 
new impetus about the place. There is a new spring in Torres's step. And in the 
Kop's. Liverpool fans were bouncing up and down, relishing the striker tearing the 
champions' defence to little blue pieces.  
His first goal was of particular embarrassment to Ashley Cole and John Terry, 
while his second left Petr Cech a bemused bystander as the ball swept inexorably 
home. Some of the rockets set off last night could have been distress signals in 
the Chelsea back line.  
As well as lifting Liverpool spirits, a deserved triumph rooted in collective 
endeavour, the right game plan and the resharpened cutting edge that is Torres 
also carried a wider significance. No longer are the Premier League's chasing pack 
choking on Chelsea's vapour trails. No longer are the champions looking 
invincible. In stifling Carlo Ancelotti's side, Liverpool matched Manchester City's 
work-rate. Yuri Zhirkov and Ramires simply lacked the power to deal with Gerrard 
and Lucas. Didier Drogba, restricted to second-half action, was struggling with a 
fever.  
Chelsea's defence certainly caught a cold from the whirlwind called Torres. For all 
the praise inevitably lavished on this elegant conquistador, plaudits also need 
bestowing on others who march to the Mersey beat. When Chelsea sought to lay 
siege to Liverpool's goal in a breathless second period, Pepe Reina stood defiant, 
denying Nicolas Anelka and Florent Malouda. Jamie Carragher rolled back the 
years to extra-time in Istanbul in 2005, again thwarting an Ancelotti side with his 
tackling and marvellous will to win.  
To Carragher's right, Martin Kelly delivered a far more secure defensive 
performance than Glen Johnson might have done. England's right-back reported 
for work complaining of a groin problem, which might have proved a blessing in 
disguise for Liverpool. Barring one memorable occasion, Kelly showed no 
inclination to cross the halfway line as Johnson does. He just stayed fully focused 
on frustrating Malouda and Ashley Cole.  
Kelly's first mistake did not arrive until the 77th minute, when Drogba tricked him. 
Tirelessly shielding Kelly was Raul Meireles, stationed on the right of a 4-4-2 
formation but occasionally drifting inside to good, creative effect.  
The king of midfield, even eclipsing Meireles and Gerrard, was Lucas, the Brazilian 
who seized the responsibility demanded of a central two against Chelsea's three. 
Lucas was immense, tackling relentlessly, closing down John Obi Mikel, Zhirkov 
and Ramires, cutting the supply lines to Malouda, Anelka, Salomon Kalou and, 
later, Drogba.  
Lucas was assisted by the selflessness of Dirk Kuyt, who kept dropping back into 
midfield while always being quick to support Torres.  
Tactically, Hodgson had sprung a surprise, starting Liverpool in a 4-4-2 system 
clearly designed to get bodies closer to Torres. Kuyt buzzed between the lines, 
disrupting Mikel's attempts to launch attacks, but always looking to release 
Torres. As in the 11th minute. When Martin Skrtel drilled a free-kick forward, Kuyt 
accelerated it down the inside-right channel to Torres. Gone was the sluggish 
striker of recent times, banished was the shadow of a world-class striker. This was 
the real Torres, sharp and hungry, darting through, his strength and pace 
accounting for Cole and Terry and then a calm finish defeating Cech. Confidence 
flooded through the Spaniard as if the strike were a shot of adrenalin. He 
promptly tried his luck again, this time from range, this time over.  
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Liverpool were leading, the Kop was bouncing, but Chelsea are Chelsea, worthy 
champions and deserving of great respect. Kalou went close with a header. Kelly 
made three important interceptions, his commitment and awareness drawing 
wild applause. On the other flank, Paul Konchesky has yet to win over the 
Liverpool faithful but one closing down of Terry earned a prolonged salute.  
Liverpool were so up for this. Whenever a blue shirt attempted to dwell on the 
ball a red swarm stormed in. Whenever Liverpool had possession, they charged 
through the gears. Lucas drove through until cynically blocked by Zhirkov. Kelly 
cut in and saw a shot blocked by Terry.  
Torres was causing Alex and Terry no end of problems. Such was the menace 
emanating from Liverpool's No 9 that Terry lost all composure, deciding to stop 
his tormentor with a high knee to the back that demanded a card. Leniency came 
from Howard Webb, who otherwise handled a manic game well.  
Torres was mainly inflicting pain, striking again a minute before the interval. 
When Cole slipped near the centre circle, Meireles pounced, advanced and swept 
the ball left to Torres. His response was majestic.  
Branislav Ivanovic seemed turned to stone as Torres turned inside, before 
dispatching the ball into the net.  
Chelsea called for the cavalry, to Drogba, and they were undoubtedly energised, 
forcing Liverpool on to the back foot for large periods of the second half. The 
pressure built and built but they never broke through. Drogba sent a free-kick 
wide.  
Ramires headed over. Malouda was thwarted only by a remarkable reaction save 
from Reina.  
Liverpool fought hard, their commitment embodied by Kuyt. Like Torres, the 
Dutchman received the compliment of a flattening by Terry. Kuyt made light of 
the offence, soon bringing a superb save from Cech, before departing to a 
standing ovation. Gerrard was working overtime putting out fires, running back to 
cut out an Anelka cross from the left. The Frenchman then attacked from the 
right, forcing Reina into another fine save, the ball diverting on to the bar.  
The storm withstood, Liverpool almost added a third but Cech pulled off an 
exceptional save from Maxi. Soon it was all over bar the singing.  
Fernando stings Blues  
Torres made it seven goals in eight games against Chelsea with his double at 
Anfield yesterday.  
2007-08 Aug 19 2007 First competitive goal for Liverpool, opener in a 1-1 league 
draw at Anfield.  
April 30 2008 Equaliser in away leg of Champions League semi-final, to take tie 
into extra-time, but Liverpool lose 3-2 (4-3 on aggregate).  
2008-09  
Feb 2, 2009 Scores both goals in a 2-0 league home win.  
April 8, 2009 On target in the 3-1 home defeat in Champions League, quarter-
final, first leg.  
2010-11 Nov 7, 2010 Both goals at Anfield in 2-0 win against league leaders.  
... and he's a big hit too with John Barnes  
* Sky TV informed the world during yesterday's half-time break that the wife of 
their pundit and former Liverpool player John Barnes had just given birth to a 
baby boy, named Alexander. "No, no, it's baby Fernando," joked Barnes. 

 
Torres tears Terry apart to give Hodgson the tactical honours 
While Carlo Ancelotti's recent memorable description of Steven Gerrard - saying 
he wears his Liverpool shirt "inside him" - was part of a paean that sounded 
suspiciously like a proposition, the Italian has been less forthcoming about 
Fernando Torres in the last few weeks. The Chelsea manager has persistently 
rejected the notion of courting the Spaniard. "I've always said Fernando Torres is 
not our aim for the future," he said last week.  
It would take a particularly obdurate manager to maintain indifference today to a 
striker whose agreement to stay on another season at Anfield is understood to 
have come at the price of a gentleman's agreement, which allows Torres to leave 
next summer if a strong offer comes in. It was not just the two goals of the top 
order which reminded us of the Torres who has been missing - this dissection of 
John Terry yesterday was his most memorable act since he took Nemanja Vidic 
apart at Old Trafford 20 months ago - but the swagger, the movement, the 
holding play and the spirit he engendered in others.  
The only other player on the field yesterday capable of creating a sense of 
apprehension like this was Didier Drogba and you could hear the groan around 
Anfield when he appeared stripped for action after the interval, the dot matrix 
board revealing that the fever which had left him afflicted on Saturday night had 
cooled. But Torres had done enough by then. Pepe Reina's two second-half saves 
also contributed to the outcome of the afternoon but its course had long since 
been set.  
Torres hauled others along with him. Lucas Leiva, a much-maligned player who 
has for the last month been quietly dispelling the notion that he has played so 
many games out of the misguided loyalty of Rafael Benitez, contributed much to 
Chelsea's failure to fire. Raul Meireles left Anfield to an ovation. And yes, Gerrard 
did wear that Liverpool shirt "inside him" and gave Ramires a welcome from 
which he never recovered.  

 

Other explanations exist for an outcome which, given the quality of Liverpool's 
previous two performances, is a genuinely extraordinary one. Michael Essien 
might have damaged Jamie Carragher in a way that Jon Obi Mikel could not. 
Chelsea's defeat at Manchester City, draw at Villa Park and unconvincing win at 
Blackburn, suggest they are a more vulnerable side away from home. But the 
story of the night was Torres and the enduring image will be of Terry extending 
his knee into the Spaniard's neck as he leapt in desperation for one first-half ball.  
Roy Hodgson can claim some contribution to the result. He took the unexpected 
decision of playing Dirk Kuyt as second striker just behind Torres. But not even he 
could have anticipated the combination working quite as effectively as it did on 
11 minutes, when Kuyt received a short pass from Jamie Carragher and clipped a 
pass over Terry for Torres to take down with a wonderful piece of right-foot 
control and guide past Petr Cech's right hand. The second was even finer. Lucas 
had just conceded possession and Chelsea threatened to counter when Meireles 
won it back and found Torres, who took five delicate touches as he advanced in 
and blasted in the top right-hand corner.  
That Chelsea did not have the means to counter was down to Gerrard and Leiva 
dominating a midfield in which Ramires looked engulfed. Gerrard seemed to have 
targeted him, thumping into several early challenges which left the Portuguese on 
his backside on the turf, just as he was for much of the duration of Chelsea's 
defeat at Manchester City in September. But perhaps the most satisfying part of 
the afternoon for a proprietor who sees a future in youth was the sight of 20-
year-old Martin Kelly, whose sole experience of Premier League football was the 
19 minutes Benitez gave him in March when Liverpool were three goals up 
against Portsmouth.  
Hodgson was on the touchline gesturing a basic lesson in keeping tight to a 
defender as the afternoon wore on and Kelly asking Florent Malouda for his shirt 
at the end contributed to the impression of a boy against men. But Kelly's two 
cool-headed interceptions early on, with Yuri Zhirkov and Ashley Cole lurking in 
attendance, suggested he would not be overwhelmed.  
Drogba's arrival after the interval created an immediate tension. A minute-and-a-
half had elapsed before Martin Skrtel, previously assured, was clattering into the 
back of him. The anxiety was infectious as Liverpool conceded possession where 
they had previously kept it so well. It took the best of Reina to prevent Ancelotti's 
side from striking back. The Spaniard turned away a powerful shot to his near post 
from Zhirkov. Then he got his chest in the way of Malouda's point-blank effort 
from Drogba's cross from the right.  
But Liverpool kicked on again and Cech was called into an equally fine stop when 
Kuyt seized a ball from Torres in the area and forced an instinctive save from the 
goalkeeper with his legs. When Anelka shot under Reina's body, only to see the 
ball deflect up against the crossbar, Chelsea knew it was not their day.  
Torres believes it might not have been his best. "I'll be at my best sooner or later," 
he reflected last night. More for Ancelotti to think about.  
MATCH FACTS  
Subs: Liverpool Shelvey (Kuyt, 83), Ngog (Torres, 88), Spearing (Meireles, 90). 
Unused Hansen (gk), Wilson, Poulsen, Jovanovic. Chelsea Drogba (Kalou, h/t), 
Bosingwa (Ivanovic 70), Sturridge (Zhirkov, 76). Unused Turnbull (gk), Ferreira, 
McEachran, Kakuta. Booked: Chelsea Zhirkov, Alex.  
Man of the match Torres Match rating 8/10  
Possession Liverpool 56% Chelsea 44%  
Shots on target Liverpool 8 Chelsea 5  
Referee H Webb (S Yorks) Attendance 44,238 

 
NANDO HAS HIS MOJO BACK 
FOR both Roy Hodgson and Fernando Torres, reports of their demise were greatly 
exaggerated.  
The pair were supposed to be out of Anfield by the new year after Liverpool's 
disastrous start to the season, so the smile on the faces of both men at the end of 
a welldeserved defeat of leaders Chelsea was understandable.  
Hodgson has endured savage criticism since taking over from Rafa Benitez but 
Torres has perhaps suffered even more, his internal demons almost visible during 
a serious crisis of confidence.  
Well, if this is the Spanish striker off form, God help defenders when he finds his 
true level.  
What we witnessed at Anfield yesterday was almost the Torres of old, his 
movement and instinct too much for a Chelsea side whose invincible aura was 
cruelly exposed in the first half.  
Three straight league wins have put a different complexion on Hodgson's tenure 
at Anfield but it is the nature of this victory that will have done most to suggest he 
has a future at the club, despite the almost religious fervour of his opponents.  
He has Torres to thank for that. The Spanish striker opened his Liverpool account 
here at Anfield just over three years ago against Chelsea, and his performance 
yesterday harked back to those glory glory days.  
His first goal was sweet enough - controlling a beautiful Dirk Kuyt pass with his 
first touch and firing past Petr Cech with his second - but it was the goal that killed 
off Chelsea that reminded doubters of his brilliance.  
An Ashley Cole slip on the halfway line allowed Raul Meireles to feed Torres wide 
on the left. With seemingly little on, he cut inside Branislav Ivanovic and bent a 
beautiful shot beyond Cech at the far post.  
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 As Hodgson said afterwards, it is the quality of the top players that makes the 
difference at this level, and yesterday it was the brilliance of Torres that shone 
through, along with the heroic defending of Anfield warhorse Jamie Carragher.  
In the opening half Liverpool were much the better side and deserved their lead.  
Indeed they could have scored more, as Meireles probed intelligently on the right 
to show that he has settled into English football in some style now. He and Paul 
Konchesky have both proved useful additions to the Reds squad after difficult 
starts to their Anfield careers, but it was the return of Kuyt yesterday that made 
the biggest impact on the game after Torres and Carragher.  
The Dutchman's incredible work ethic has been missed in his injury absence, and 
in the second period when Chelsea threw Didier Drogba into the fray after a fever 
had confined him to the bench in the first, it was much needed.  
He ran himself into the ground, and Carragher threw himself through brick walls 
throughout the second half as Liverpool somehow clung on, despite almost an 
entire 45 minutes of defence.  
Chelsea, miles better after the break, could have got more from the game had 
Pepe Reina not saved superbly from Florent Malouda from close range in the 65th 
minute.  
But the truth is that Liverpool still could have scored more, as Cech was forced 
into the save of the match from Kuyt.  
What must worry Blues manager Carlo Ancelotti is that in the absence of his 
dynamic playmakers Frank Lampard, Michael Essien and Dider Drogba, on as sub 
yesterday, Chelsea look decidedly onedimensional.  
Hodgson won't get carried away about Liverpool just yet, either. Just as through 
the bad times he said much work needed to be done, now he won't depart from 
that philosophy, and the second half showed why he is right.  
But for Liverpool on this form, with Torres back on song, a topfour place is no 
longer the pipedream we thought.  
LIVERPOOL: Reina 7, Kelly 7, Carragher 8, Skrtel 7, Konchesky 7, Gerrard 8, Lucas 
7, Meireles 7, Kuyt 8 (Shelvey 84), Maxi 7, Torres 9 (Ngog 87)  
CHELSEA: Cech 7; Ivanovic 5 (Bosingwa 70, 6), Alex 6, Terry 5, Cole 6, Mikel 6, 
Ramieres 5; Kalou 5 (Drogba 46, 6), Malouda 6, Zhirkov 6 (Sturridge 76) Anelka 6  
REFEREE: Howard Webb  
ATTENDANCE: 44,238  

 
Reds show real appetite for destruction 
THE difference a good meal, good company and a good talk makes; a 
swashbuckling victory over Chelsea might suggest a corner has been turned but 
Liverpool's revival can be traced back to a plush city centre restaurant. 
It is often suggested Liverpool's squad are a bunch of individuals who lack any sort 
of camaraderie and when performances like the one at Goodison Park last month 
are served up, it gives the critics even more ammunition to fire in their direction. 
Few will need reminding, of course, that shambolic 2-0 defeat against Everton on 
October 17 left the Reds mired in the relegation zone and plenty wondered 
whether they had the appetite to drag themselves from such an uncompromising 
position. 
So it was hugely reassuring, then, to learn that the squad was capable of swift, 
compelling and reassuring action – in the days after the derby calamity, plans 
were put into place for the group to meet the following Monday, once the games 
with Napoli and Blackburn Rovers were out the way. 
Now while it is true that the mood was lightened going by a draw in Naples and a 
win over Sam Allardyce's men, the impact of that evening out should not be 
underestimated – if you want evidence look at the three subsequent wins 
achieved courtesy of three team performances. 
There has been a feeling Liverpool have been building to a grand display and 
yesterday, gloriously, they produced it to pulverise the league leaders and propel 
themselves to within range of a top four spot. It has been a remarkable 
turnaround. 
What's more, it's not bad for a “smallish club, somewhere north of the M25” – as 
Chelsea chairman Bruce Buck discovered at a bouncing Anfield, those who laugh 
last laugh the longest and glib claims have a nasty habit of coming back to haunt 
you. 
Relations between Liverpool and the braggarts from Stamford Bridge are not 
what you would ever describe as cordial but when Buck used his programme 
notes on the opening day of the season to poke fun at Joe Cole following his 
summer move to Merseyside, it left a bitter taste. 
Happily, in 90 uplifting minutes, that taste was washed away as Liverpool 
produced by far and away their best effort under Roy Hodgson to leave Buck 
squirming in his seat, while the Kop rediscovered its voice. 
This was Anfield as it should be. No protesting, no rancour, no disaffected owners. 
Just one united mass there to see a team in Red do what they do best and, for 
good measure, the darling of the most famous terrace in the country roared back 
to life. 
Word emanating from Melwood in the build up to this collision was that Fernando 
Torres had been setting the training ground alight, looking a different player to 
the one that had struggled so badly at the Reebok Stadium a few days earlier. 

 

Within 11 minutes, Torres showed in glorious fashion that the talk was not cheap, 
cushioning a beautifully flighted ball from Dirk Kuyt – more on him later – in an 
instant before calmly knocking his shot into the turf so it bounced over Petr Cech 
and into the Anfield Road net. 
Cue bedlam. You can often tell what kind of game Torres will have in the opening 
exchanges and that goal not only settled his nerves, it gave him the inspiration to 
start hunting down Chelsea' s defenders; this was much more like the kind of 
performance you expect from the number nine. 
That strike was no more than Liverpool deserved for an enterprising start and as 
Torres' confidence grew, the same was true for the team; hurtling into tackles, 
pushing and pressing, they made the reigning champions look distinctly average 
Something that could not be said of the goal which effectively carried Liverpool 
out of sight on the stroke of half-time, a strike that you will doubtlessly have 
watched again and again and again since referee Howard Webb brought 
proceedings to an end. 
When Raul Meireles fed Torres almost on the main touchline, there was a certain 
inevitability about what might happen but to see him ghost past Branislav 
Ivanovic before crashing a shot of breathtaking accuracy past Cech was to see a 
genius at work. 
If Torres stays fit for a lengthy period and keeps producing displays like this, 
Liverpool will make ground hand over fist on those above them in the table – no 
side in the division has a striker capable of doing what he does when in the mood. 
Yet, strange though it may seem, Torres was not Liverpool's best performer; that 
accolade went the way of Lucas, a scampering, scurrying menace who tackled 
everything in a blue shirt and rarely wasted possession – he was the game's 
dominant midfielder. 
So pleasing to see; it has been a constant source of dismay that fans have 
grumbled and griped about Lucas without good reason, as a few have tried harder 
to help Liverpool out of tight spots during the past 12 months but now he 
deserves every bit of recognition that comes his way. 
You can see in the way Lucas moves around the pitch that he feels much more 
confident now and his contribution to procuring these three points was every bit 
as important as Torres, Pepe Reina – who made two world class saves – Jamie 
Carragher, Martin Kelly and Kuyt. 
Back on duty ahead of schedule, Kuyt showed once again why managers all over 
the world rate him so highly; he would play on one leg if asked and would run 
through a brick wall if it gave the Reds a better chance to win a game. 
More and more of his colleagues, however, are looking as if they would now do 
the same; it would not be right to start making grand declarations about what 
Liverpool might achieve in the rest of the season and, for the moment, it is best to 
keep taking things a step at a time. 
But there is no getting away from the fact that Liverpool look something like their 
old selves once again – in fact you could even say they left that feast with a new 
found hunger. Long may it continue. 
“If we can get through the next two without too much pain then who knows? But 
it's a long season. I prefer to keep my feet on the ground,” – Roy Hodgson takes a 
pragmatic stance after his most satisfying day as Liverpool manager. 
“Liverpool have the opportunity to come back into the top of the table, in the first 
four places. They can fight for this,” – Chelsea boss Carlo Ancelotti suggests the 
Reds could be up to challenging for a Champions League place after all.  
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1):Reina: Kelly, Carragher, Skrtel, Konchesky: Lucas, Gerrard: 
Kuyt (Shelvey 84), Meireles (Spearing 90+2), Rodriguez: Torres (Ngog 87). Not 
used: Hansen (GK), Jovanovic, Poulsen, Wilson. 
CHELSEA (4-3-3): Cech: Ivanovic (Bosingwa 70), Alex, Terry, Cole: Ramires, Mikel, 
Zhirkov (Sturridge 76): Kalou (Drogba 46), Anelka, Malouda. Not used: Turnbull 
(GK), Ferreira, Kakuta, McEachran. 
GOALS: Torres (11, 44) 
CARDS: Zhirkov (20), Alex (90 +1) 
REFEREE: Howard Webb 
ATTENDANCE: 44,238 

 


